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Workshop and Environmental Solutions 
 

Parts Cleaning Machines available for Rental or Purchase 

 Greaseater Parts Cleaning Machines 

 Low Voltage Parts Cleaning Machines 

 Filtered Parts Cleaning Machines 

 Automatic Gun Wash Machine 

 Hot  Spray Wash Machines 

 All equipment serviced and maintained by our expert  
technicians 

 

Spill Equipment 

 Spill Kits made to order and delivered 

 Comprehensive range of absorbent products 

 Unique Service Program - Fulfill your environmental 
duty  
of care 

 Training and site audits 

 

Waste Collection and Disposal 

 Oil Filters, Oily Rag and Absorbent Waste 

 Waste Coolant and Oily Water 

 Waste Oil, Waste Thinners, Brake Fluid 

 

Cleaning and Safety Products 

 Hand Cleaning Stations 

 Hand Cleaners, Floor Cleaners, Disinfectants, Degreasers 

 Safety Glasses, Gloves, Dust Masks, Overalls 

 

Cleaning Cloth Division 

 Rag Supply in several Varieties 

 

Environmental and Waste Water Equipment 

 Oil / Water / Solids / Separators 

 Water Recycling Systems, Diversion Valves 
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Parts Cleaning Machines for Every 
Application 

Model 86 
At the flick of a switch the light comes on and cleaning fluid is pumped 
through the flexible hose and brush to clean a variety of parts. 
 Quality construction, Robust, Reliable
 Several models available to suit various site requirements including:
 IP Rated and Triple Insulated

Filtered Parts Washing Machine 
This machine is built with the tried and tested Model 86 Bowl, Lid and Light 
combination and now is incorporated with a unique quadruple filtering sys-
tem to ensure constantly clean fluid. 
The machine is the only machine that consistently achieves ISO1613, which 
is an internationally recognised standard for measuring liquid cleanliness 
and quality. 

Model 96 
This Machine has been designed for cleaning large heavy components and 
doubles as an overnight soak tank. 

Built with the same pump and light system used on the model 86, this 
machine is an ideal addition to any large workshop. 

Lowliner  
This trolley machine is designed for use working under machinery, cars and 
trucks. 
The air powered unit supplies GB250 through a flow-through brush on to 
the are to be cleaned 

https://spillpro.com.au/parts-cleaning-machines/ 

Model 86 LV Low Voltage 
With the increasing emphasis on Occupational Health and Safety we have 
developed a unique Low Voltage Parts Cleaning Machine. 
The machine is IP65 Rated and uses a 12 Volt Pump. This is the safest Parts 
Cleaning Machine available. 

https://spillpro.com.au/parts-cleaning-machines/
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Incorporated with a unique quadruple  
filtering system to ensure constantly clean 
fluid. 
The only machine that consistently achieves 
ISO1613: An internationally recognised  
standard for measuring liquid cleanliness and 
quality. 

Filtered Parts Washing Machine 
 
Description and Features 
 
The Model F07 Filtered Parts Cleaning Machine filters out  
contamination particulate in order to achieve a desired level 
liquid cleanliness. The fluid remains free of contaminates for an 
extended period ensuring cleaner parts as well as faster and 
more efficient cleaning. 
 
The Model F07 has been designed to accommodate industry 
requirements for achieving a level of liquid cleanliness to satisfy 
the standard applicable to ISO 16 /13. 
The unit has been designed around the well-recognised 
GREASEATER bowl, which is the benchmark in the parts  
cleaning industry. The design also accommodates the multitude 
of variations for parts cleaning.  
 It has four-filtration medium, which are easy to replace. 
 Filtration medium size can be altered to suit a specific  

requirement and are easily accessible. 
 Incorporates a continuous filtration mode, which  

continually cleans the solvent while not in use. 
 Extends life of cleaning agent. 
 
This unit can be configured to meet specific requirements  
pertaining to the client needs: 
 Requirement for ISO 16 /13.      
 Satisfy specific filtration of cleaning agent requirements 
 Extended life of cleaning agent.      
 Designed in Australia.   
 Built in Australia.  
 

Lease / Service / Sale Packages to suit 
 
 
 
 

https://spillpro.com.au/parts-cleaning-machines/fluid-based-
parts-cleaning-machines/ 
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LV Parts Washing  Machine 

 
With the increasing emphasis on Occupational 
Health and Safety we have developed a 
unique Low Voltage Parts Cleaning Machine. 
 
The machine is IP65 Rated and uses a 12 Volt 
Pump. 
 
This is the safest Parts Cleaning Machine  
available. 

Greaseater 
 
Description and Features 
 
Greaseater Model 86 LV Parts Washer was designed and built to 
meet specific heavy engineering workshop requirements in respect 
to higher Occupational Health and Safety Requirements.  
 
The Parts Washer is based on the popular Model 86 Machine. The 
Model 86 LV Machine operates on a 12V DC system with all electri-
cal components housed in IP 65 rated enclosures. This unit is triple  
insulated and ideal for operation in wet areas. 
 
At the flick of a switch the light comes on and the cleaning agent is 
pumped through the flexible hose and brush to clean a variety of 
parts. The fluid drains back through a strainer into the base as part 
of the recirculation system.  
 
Specifications 
Construction  Fabricated steel base with pressed steel bowl 

   Base and bowl powder coated  
Capacity   Base operating capacity is 60 litres 
Bowl Dimensions 910mm x 580mm x 155mm 
Working Height 760mm 
Weight   65kg (empty) 
Electrical  Input 240V input 50-60Hz  
    Operation 12VDC 10amp 
    Triple Insulated 
    IP65 Rated 
   Complies with AS/ANZ 3000:2007 
Options  Small Parts tray  
   Flow through Brush and Tube assembly 
 

 
Lease / Service / Sale Packages to suit 
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The Right Parts Cleaning Machine for the Right Job 

Hot Spray Wash Machines are an excellent addition to any  
workshop, large or small. The Enviro Hot Spray Wash  Machine 
cleans parts using the same principal as a household dishwasher. 
Simply place the parts to be cleaned in the internal basket, close 
the lid, push the start button and the machine will do the rest.  
This leaves the operator free for other more productive work.  

High Impact Parts Washing 

Bulbeck Enviro don’t offer just one type of machine. Most  
suppliers will tell you that their machine is the best, because  
that’s all they have. We have an extensive range of Parts Cleaning 
Machines for your workshop. We provide a workshop auditing  
service to help you improve efficiency and workflows in your  
workshop and to ensure you have the right Parts Cleaning  
Machines for the job. We can provide Machines in various sizes 
and set ups including Filtered Machines, IP Rated Machines, Soak 
Tanks and mini machines. Hot Spray Wash Machines are available 
in various sizes for all requirements.  

Workshop efficiency improved when teamed with an 
effective Parts Cleaning Machine 

Hot Spray Wash Machines are an excellent addition to any   
workshop, large or small.  
Working in combination with your other Parts Cleaning 
Machines, the Hot Spray Wash is ideal for lager jobs or  
when you have a large volume of parts to clean. 
Workshops that utilise both types of Parts Cleaners use the 
manually operated Machine for immediately required,  
repetitive jobs and the Hot  Spray Wash Machines for the 
bulkier, volume jobs that can be set and left for later. 

Hot Spray Wash Machines 

https://spillpro.com.au/parts-cleaning-machines/hot-
spray-wash-machines/ 
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PaintEater — Gun Cleaner 

 
The Painteater is an automatic Spray Gun Cleaner.  
Using Gunwash Thinners the Painteater cleans the interior and exterior of spray 
guns and pots.  
 
Features: 
 
 Saves time and money by allowing staff to work on other jobs while  
 equipment is cleaned automatically 
. 
 Polished stainless steel bowl which sits on the top of standard 60 Ltr drum 

. 
 Fully enclosed reducing the risk of staff being splashed by thinners 

. 
 Air operated 

. 
 Purchase or rental and service available 

BlastVac—Protect against Corrosion 

 
The blast-vac is an ideal addition to any panel workshop. The blast-vac blasts away 
rust and corrosion while reclaiming the grit via a vacuum system. 
 
Features: 
 
 Dust-free Blast-vac preserves the surface and protects your environment 

. 
 Blast-vac rust without heavy protective clothing or expensive breathing  

apparatus 
. 

 Blast-vac gives you a distortion-free prepared surface ready for priming 
. 

 Saves time and money by minimising preparation and clean up 
. 

 Eliminates grinding and sanding 
. 

 Filter unit is easily removed for cleaning, adding abrasive to the reservoir 
and for emptying the dust and debris container 

Lease / Service / Sale Package designed to suit your particular 
requirements 

https://spillpro.com.au/parts-cleaning-machines/smash-repair-machines/ 
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